MEDIA ADVISORY

Redwood Media Group Postpones Art Dallas Contemporary Art Fair
Statement from Linda Mariano, Managing Director – Marketing for Focus Fair Productions and Redwood
Media Group:
“Due to concerns around the coronavirus (COVID-19), and our concern for the health and safety of our
exhibitors, attendees, staff and volunteers as a top priority, we have decided to postpone Art Dallas 2020
at Dallas Market Center. The fair will be rescheduled for April 2021, hosted at Dallas Market Center.”
###
About Art Dallas
Art Dallas is a modern and contemporary art fair produced by Focus Fair Productions (FFP), a new division
of Redwood Media Group, the nation’s leader in exhibitions and event production, media, and marketing
for the global fine art community. The new division is solely dedicated to enhancing the modern-day art
fair experience, for both exhibiting galleries and collectors, through showcasing a highly curated handpicked selection of the world’s premium galleries from the U.S. and across the globe. Art Dallas will be the
first FFP fair, led by art industry veterans including Show Director Rich Ferrante, who has 12 years of
experience producing art fairs, including Art Palm Springs, Art Aspen, Art Hamptons among others; Chief
Operations Officer Geoff Fox, who has over 20 years of financial and operational experience, including
TEFAF New York, Art Miami, and NADA Miami, among others; and Owner and CEO Eric Smith, who brings
25-plus years of experience as an art industry insider to the helm of FFP. For more information on Art
Dallas visit https://artdallascontemporary.com/.
About Focus Fair Productions
Focus Fair Productions (FFP) is a new modern and contemporary division of Redwood Media Group,
supporting gallery owners and collectors. FFP will serve the international gallery community offering
distinguished art fairs that bring collectors, curators, dealers, and arts professionals together to
experience the best of today’s art market, together with a variety of exclusive programming and events.
About Redwood Media Group
Since 2009, Redwood Media Group (RMG) has been revolutionizing the global fine art community by
helping artists and gallery owners grow their businesses through fine art exhibitions and publications, art
business education, mentoring, marketing, and social media. Today, RMG owns and operates six fine art
fairs. Aside from hosting multiple high-end art fairs throughout the year, RMG also owns Art Business
News. For more information, visit www.redwoodmg.com.
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